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The Honourable Margaret McMurdo AC 
Commissioner
Royal Commission into the Management of Police Informants

AC/o

o°%°

P ^ A

Howard Rapke
Solicitors Assisting the Royal Commission 
PO Box 18028 
Melbourne VIC 3001

By email:

21 August 2019

Dear Commissioner

I have received a notice to produce documents issue 
concerns a letter I received dated 13 August 2019 requesting that I resp^fit 
relation to the Royal Commission into the Management^ Police Informants

, O Jo A.

"IP-320). The notice 
to five questions in

21 August 201

Those questions, and my responses to then^, are^set out below.

Before addressing those questions, I set/nsw? sc^e background information relevant to my 
responses. CT

I am a barrister and member of 1(R& Victorian Bar. I signed the Roll of Counsel in May 2006. I 
was appointed as Senior Counsel in November 2018.

! 2010, rwas retained by the Victorian Government Solicitor to act on behalf of three

Background

In about May
clients in adny&i^ceedihg^gljMienced by Nicola Gobbo in the Supreme Court of Victoria (the 
Proceeding). I was led by Michael Wheelahan SC (as his Honour then was) and Rowena Orr.

My clients in the Proceeding were the State of Victoria, Simon Overland (as Chief Commissioner 
of Victoria Policefapd Christine Nixon (as former Chief Commissioner of Victoria Police).

^^as involved Tn the Proceeding for about three months. My involvement included work in and 
around the preparation of a defence, appearance at a directions hearing held before the 
Honourable Justice Kaye in June 2010, and a mediation between the parties conducted by the 

C)r> O H onc^trrable Alex Chernov AC QC in August 2010. The Proceeding was resolved at the

Ms Gobbo’s claim, the defendants’ defence, and the settlement of the Proceeding, were reported 
in the media at the time. I believe the statement of claim and defence were placed on the court file 
and were publically available.
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Aside from the Proceeding, I do not recall being involved in any another matter involving 
Ms Gobbo.

Question 1
A

■V /OProvide details of how you learned, or were given reason to suspect or believe, that a 
person, who had ongoing legal obligations of confidentiality and privilege was providing 
information or assistance to Victoria Police, including when that occurred and wJ

lhtgpSr b^ing j

When Ms Gobbo alleged in the Proceeding that she agreed to assist Victoria R^tice by recording 
a conversation she had with Paul Dale in December 2008, and then providing a statement in 
respect of that recording, my understanding was that Mr Dale not^or at least arguably not, 
Ms Gobbo’s client at that time. ,-OA

C <?~
I do not recall during my involvement in the Proceeding being informed that^jjjs Gobbo (or any 
other person) was providing information or assistance to Vs3eria Police in other circumstances 
where she (or any other person) had ongoing legal obligations of confidentiality and privilege. If I 
was informed of such matters, I am not now able to ree^^rect when or the circumstances in which 
that occurred. , OVG XA

4#"Detail how you learned, or \^re given reason Ifo suspect or believe, that Ms Gobbo was 
providing information or^jssCslance to VictorifQjolice, including when that occurred and in 
what circumstances thafpfccuryed.

involvement in the Proceeding learning, or being given reason to 
Gobbo w^s providing information or assistance to Victoria Police.

On vyn which I recall learning about information or assistance Ms Gobbo had 
icto^NPolice related to her conversation with Paul Dale in December 

eji\ she made in respect of that conversation. I learned about these matters 
in about May 2010 and read Ms Gobbo’s statement of

circumstances that occurred.

During the course of my involvement in the Proceeding, I do not recall learn 
reason to suspect or believe, the matters referred to in Question 1.

given

Question 2

I do not recall during 
suspect or belief

The only respec 
previously prQ$
2008 and t

thai

t<
it<

------ * .. ^ oriefed ijvfhe Proceeding

Detail of when or how it became apparent to you that Ms Gobbo was or might be, a human
C»
^ >p <£>T

If the reference to “human source” in this question means a person who provided information or 
X* assistance to Victoria Police, please see my response to question 2.

V*
If “human source” means something more specific, such as Ms Gobbo being a registered 
informer, I do not recall it becoming apparent to me during the Proceeding that Ms Gobbo was 
such a person.
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Question 4

■" :<?
A party to the matter; AJ
A primary consideration or a key player in the matter; yy
Proposed to be a witness, or was a witness in the matter;
The subject of documents subpoenaed, or sought to be subpoenaed;

S xV

Details of your involvement in any matters in which the VGSO acted in which Ms Gob 
was:
a.
b.
c.
d.

The only relevant matter I recall being involved in was the Proceeding. 1 
involvement in that matter (in respect of which Ms Gobbo was a party) are set out a

cP<?>Given the Commission’s first two terms of reference, namely:
The number of, and extent to which, cases may;have4>feen 
Nicola Gobbo as a human source. ......
The conduct of current and former members of Victoria Poli^fr in their disclosures 
about and recruitment, handling and management of I^cpfa Gobbo as a human 
source. A\Q <o A

The Commission would be assisted bj^syou providing aify further 
matters within your knowledge potentu

ils of my
ive.

Question 5

affected by the conduct ofa.

b.

details of any other
ivant to those terms of reference.y

er matters with which I am

oAoP (~j 
rlxvvv'Sr

There are no further details of oth able to assist the Commission.

Yours faithfully,

G <-Y o°
(Michael Rush)

xy#o A
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